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The R38 release of Resolve was effective against numerous samples of the W32/Alcra-B worm. This release replaces the previous R32 release of Resolve and some users may experience symptoms after upgrading. Resolve can detect and clean the W32/Alcra-B worm from Windows PCs and clean installed systems with no user intervention. Resolve
identifies and removes the following: ￭ Windows Updates File: winupdates.exe ￭ Windows Updates Command Prompt: cmd.com ￭ Bszip.dll ￭ Silly Zip File: a.zip ￭ Silly file compression utility: Bszip.dll The following command can identify W32/Alcra-B infections: Sophos Command to check for W32/Alcra-B Resolve includes a self-extracting archive:

R38SP1. EXE. The R38SP1 release of Resolve detects and removes the following: ￭ Windows Updates Files: winupdates.exe ￭ Windows Updates Command Prompt: cmd.com ￭ Silly Zip File: a.zip ￭ Silly File Compression Utility: Bszip.dll ￭ Malware Sample Files: winupdates.exe, cmd.com, a.zip, Bszip.dll, netstat.com, ping.com, regedit.com, taskkill.com,
tasklist.com, tracert.com The following is the output of Resolve on a system infected with W32/Alcra-B: The following command will remove the following: ￭ Windows Updates File: winupdates.exe ￭ Windows Updates Command Prompt: cmd.com ￭ Silly Zip File: a.zip ￭ Silly File Compression Utility: Bszip.dll ￭ Malware Sample Files: winupdates.exe,

cmd.com, a.zip, Bszip.dll, netstat.com, ping.com, regedit.com, taskkill.com, tasklist.com, tracert.com The Resolve tool series continues to evolve. Resolve can identify and remove the following: ￭ The Windows driver INF file Winupdates.inf ￭ The W32/Alcra-B worm's
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ALCRACLI is a command line disinfector for standalone Windows computers. ALCRACLI is a single executable program. You can load the program into your existing command-line host and run the program. ALCRACLI reads a list of files from stdin and applies the disinfection process. It does not include an uninstall program. ALCRACLI can remove both
infected and clean files, but it cannot delete registry entries. ALCRACLI can detect infected files and does not create clean files or change file permissions. ALCRACLI reads a list of files from stdin and applies the disinfection process. ALCRACLI reads a list of files from stdin and applies the disinfection process. ALCRACLI reads a list of files from stdin

and applies the disinfection process. ALCRACLI reads a list of files from stdin and applies the disinfection process. ALCRACLI reads a list of files from stdin and applies the disinfection process. ALCRACLI reads a list of files from stdin and applies the disinfection process. ALCRACLI reads a list of files from stdin and applies the disinfection process.
ALCRACLI reads a list of files from stdin and applies the disinfection process. ALCRACLI reads a list of files from stdin and applies the disinfection process. ALCRACLI reads a list of files from stdin and applies the disinfection process. ALCRACLI reads a list of files from stdin and applies the disinfection process. ALCRACLI reads a list of files from stdin and
applies the disinfection process. ALCRACLI reads a list of files from stdin and applies the disinfection process. ALCRACLI reads a list of files from stdin and applies the disinfection process. ALCRACLI reads a list of files from stdin and applies the disinfection process. ALCRACLI reads a list of files from stdin and applies the disinfection process. ALCRACLI

reads a list of files from stdin and applies the disinfection process. ALCRACLI reads a list of files from stdin and applies the disinfection process. ALCRACLI reads a list of files from stdin and applies the disinfection process. ALCRACLI reads a list of files from stdin and applies the disinfection process. b7e8fdf5c8
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The two key features of Resolve for Alcra-B are: ￭ Cleaning infected registry keys ￭ Running a command line "disinfector" that cleans infected registry keys and removes infection Command line disinfector ALCRACLI is a command line disinfector for standalone Windows computers. To use it you have to do the following: ￭ Download and run the self-
extracting archive ALCRACLI.exe ￭ Click on "CMD" icon when prompted for the location of the command line ￭ In the command window type: "ALCRACLI" ￭ Optionally type: "n" (or press ENTER) to see next disinfection steps in the command window ￭ Read the usage help if prompted ￭ To pause the disinfection click on "PAUSE" ￭ To run the
disinfection as administrator type: "ALCRACLI.EXE /SAFE" ￭ Type "n" (or press ENTER) to proceed ￭ To see more, type "ALCRACLI /HELP" Command line disinfector for Alcra-B Description: The two key features of Resolve for Alcra-B are: ￭ Cleaning infected registry keys ￭ Running a command line "disinfector" that cleans infected registry keys and
removes infection ALCRACLI is a command line disinfector for standalone Windows computers. To use it you have to do the following: ￭ Download and run the self-extracting archive ALCRACLI.exe ￭ Click on "CMD" icon when prompted for the location of the command line ￭ In the command window type: "ALCRACLI" ￭ Optionally type: "n" (or press
ENTER) to see next disinfection steps in the command window ￭ Read the usage help if prompted ￭ To pause the disinfection click on "PAUSE" ￭ To run the disinfection as administrator type: "ALCRACLI.EXE /SAFE" ￭ Type "n" (or press ENTER) to proceed ￭ To see more, type "ALCRACLI /HELP" ALCRACLI is a self-extracting archive containing a
command line disinfector for
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￭ Unzip the Self-Extracting Archive (SFX) file to a folder on your PC. ￭ Run ALCRACLI.exe from the same folder. ￭ Windows applications will be terminated, and all registry keys will be reset. Resolve for Alcra-B is designed to be run as a user on workstations, or on the local network on a system administrator workstation. Notes ￭ Reset the Windows
registry keys by pressing 'SHIFT + R' before starting the disinfector. ￭ Please be sure that the disinfector is run on a system that has not already been infected with Windows viruses, worms, Trojans or any malware. This disinfector should not be used for infection cleaning, instead we recommend that you use a different disinfector. ￭ Please note that
this disinfector is only designed to clean your system from this Alcra-B worm, it will not remove any other viruses, worms or malware that may be present on your computer. We do not guarantee that this disinfector will always detect all viruses and malware, but it provides a more reliable method to clean your system. Caution ￭ This disinfector does
not cure any viruses, worms or malware. For more information on removing viruses, worms and malware see the documentation in the c:\alcra directory. ￭ Note that the ALCRA utility from Sophos will be removed if it is found on your computer. You have been warned. ￭ If you download this disinfector without verifying the digital signature, you are
doing so at your own risk. Please read the EULA for full details. ￭ For more information on how to verify the digital signature, please see the documentation in the c:\alcra directory. ￭ Caution is warranted if you are using this disinfector to clean your system from other infections. ￭ Be aware that the disinfector has been tested with the Microsoft
system environment. For more information on how to correctly set up an environment on your PC for this disinfector, see the documentation in the c:\alcra directory. ￭ The disinfector has been tested on the Windows platform, all Microsoft Windows Operating Systems (98, NT, 2000, XP, etc). For more information on how to correctly set up an
environment for this disinfector, see the documentation in the c:\alcra directory.
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System Requirements For Resolve For Alcra-B:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 x64 SP1/Windows 8 x64/Windows 10 x64 Processor: Intel Core i5-3470 (2.8 GHz) or AMD FX 8150 (3.6 GHz) Memory: 6 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 460/AMD HD 6870 DirectX: Version 11 Storage: 2 GB available space Recommended: Processor: Intel
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